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Warning! Below are real, anti-Semitic & hate-fueled messages
ADL has received...

You & ADL: On the Front Lines Against Hate

FIGHT HATE FOR GOOD

Dear Amelia,

What you are about to read might disturb you. These are real messages

ADL has received, and they are just a sampling of the hateful attacks we see

on a regular basis.

“We know what you filthy Jews are up to!” ... “You dirty
Jew rats literally destroy every society that you
infiltrate!” ... “Wait and see till the real massacre of your
disgusting people come at your doorstep!”

I’m sharing these terrible words so you can see, firsthand, what it looks like

to be on the front lines against hate. That’s important because...

Amelia, you fight
alongside ADL in this

battle, every day, through
your generous support!
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Fight Hate for Good,

Jonathan Greenblatt

CEO and National Director

ADL

And I hope you’ll stand with us

once more this year with your

gift of $50, $75 or $100,

knowing that this is the kind of

hate you and I are committed to

ending:

“Hitler was right about
you dirty lying Satanic
Jews... The only way
for there to ever be
lasting peace on this planet Earth is when all Jews are
killed...”

The people who send us these messages want to intimidate us. They

think they can scare us into going away. They couldn’t be more wrong!

We will not rest while this sort of hate-filled, anti-Semitic, bigoted, violent

language proliferates around the world, online and in our own communities.

No, these messages do not intimidate us... they motivate us!

If they motivate you as well, please take action and Fight Hate For Good

today with ADL. Together, we will prevail against anti-Semitism and hate!

P.S. Keep an eye out over the coming weeks. I’ll be sending you some

important updates about ways you are on the front lines against hate

through your support of ADL. Thank you!

SUPPORT OUR WORK

READ OUR BLOG AND FOLLOW US
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Forwarded: A Letter to ADL’s Most Committed Supporters
from a Top-Secret Hate Investigator

Stop Hate Before It Kills.
Support ADL — & Her Work — Today, With Your

Gift of $50, $75 or $100.

FIGHT HATE FOR GOOD

Dear Amelia,

You don’t know my name. And you never will.

That’s because the people I find and track online — names you might know,

like Corbin Kauffman and Michael Finton, white nationalists, terrorists in the

making — would like to know my name. Those in the public who know of me

call me the Savant, a reference to my level of skill and instinct for this work. I

am truly on the front lines against hate, and I live in obscurity to avoid

a target on my back.

Today, however, I want to break my silence for a moment. I want to say,

“Thank You.”

You are also on the front lines

against hate. Supporters like

you make work like mine
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KingShekels, a.k.a. Corbin Kauffman (via
Twitter)

possible. Your gifts to ADL stop

men like Kauffman and Finton

before they can carry out the

violent acts they are planning

from online chatrooms and on

social media.

When you send your next gift

to ADL today, you’ll support an

organization that is effectively combatting hate — anti-Semitism,

discrimination, domestic terrorists — every single day.

Who am I? I’m the woman who stops mass shootings before they happen. I

find violent extremists online, determine who the real threats are and work

with law enforcement to stop them before they kill. I am a former Marine and

former police officer. I spend every day of my life digging into the shadows of

the internet to find the real people who are real threats.

Investigators at ADL’s Center on Extremism like myself fill a vital gap in the

fight against hate, doing a job that is essential to protect American lives. We

do a job that no one in the government or law enforcement has the

time and resources to focus on.

Without people like you, without ADL, more violent extremists would

stay safely below law enforcement's radar, their hate festering online,

until it is too late.

Thank you for standing with me on the front lines against hate with your

support today.

Sincerely,

Anonymous

Online Investigator at ADL’s Center on Extremism

P.S. Very few people can do what I do. Very few people have this kind of

expertise and specialization. I recently consented to be interviewed for a

major magazine. You can read the article about my job to know I am not

exaggerating — and to know just how critical your support of ADL and our

Center on Extremism is today.
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